
Stewards of Boundaries 

Has there ever been a time when a Surveyor could make an honest living with an instrument that had no 
electronic output (two plates), a steel tape, and a plumb bob. What’s a plumb bob? We have had many 
alliances over the century (surveying is often said to be the second oldest profession) that have 
advanced both science and art. Surveyors are witnessing the shift to an information intelligence society. 
Managing this knowledge based paradigm on a geospatial platform involves the cooperative talents of 
many Geospatial Professionals. … . and GIS holds the keys to the Future of Land Surveying.   

Surveyors have been entrusted to be the stewards of boundaries. 

Protecting the bona fide property rights of others. 

Property ownership is not guaranteed by the Constitution but is so imbued and ingrained, that they are 
thought of in the same light as the right of privacy; which the Supreme Court has ruled as fundamentally 
imbued in the Constitution even though not explicitly stated therein. The ownership of real property is 
protected by the individual’s ability to defend one’s boundaries. This comes at an expense, one which 
the average person could not hope to sustain a defense from a trespasser of greater means. One gets 
the justice that they can afford, therefore, it is imperative that we set Public Policy that affords the 
average person reasonable assurance that they are free to enjoy their property to the full limits of their 
boundaries without worry of invasion of trespass by developers and perhaps well-meaning neighbors.     

One of the reason Zoning and Subdivision regulations are in place is to protect the owner of land from 
nuisance. Public Policy must be enacted to protect against trespass. The cost should not be the burden 
of the land owner, it should fall to the person that is seeking to improve and develop that they must 
maintain development within the limits of their ownership and not encroach upon the bona fide rights 
of the adjoining abutters.   

This position taken by the Surveyors does not in any way impinge or limit the authorities vested in the 
other design professionals. The fact that Surveyors have become learned in the art of survey as a 
Professional, is an undertaking that far exceeds the ability to measure.  The mere understanding of the 
limits and loop holes of subdivision and zoning laws and regulations does not constitute an acceptable 
understanding of Boundaries. Determining the limits of bona fide property ownership, boundary 
decisions, are steeped in the common law that our society has grew along with. It is a history of 
measurements that account for the current state of affairs, it is a history of neighbors living peacefully 
side by side, it is a history of neighbors battling to the limits of a line, it is a story of the limits of words 
and the enactment of judicial reconciliation, and most of all it is history of surveyors marking the lines 
and corners and describing them with measurements, plats and words. Surveyors are the Stewards of 
Boundaries, the primary source of their creation and maintenance.    

I asked my co-worker Suanne E. Santos, Sr. Project Engineer at InSite, and mother of a recent Survey 
graduate from the University of Maine, for some thoughts on the future of land surveying and she was 
kind enough to share her optimism with enlightening words and some written ramblings…. 

…”as the mother of a recent graduate of Survey Technology, I have an optimistic view of the 
future of this profession (Surveying).   Over the past decades surveyors have slowly become the caboose 
on the land development train. Mid-last century, Engineering and surveying coexisted on an equal 
standing with the premise being that one could not be without the other.  Engineering technology has 



grown at a exponential rate, while Technology for surveying had remained relatively without change up 
until the last decades.  Typically, in the past, I have found surveyors to be adverse to change and only 
grudgingly move to newer technology as engineering requires it.   I believe that the younger generation 
thrives on Technology . They have grown up expecting it to change and have learned to quickly adapt 
accordingly. The profession of surveying is at a point where it could be absorbed under the engineering 
heading or it stands its ground by creating a marketable product…their next generation.” 

I can concur with her on the thought, and also believe the marketable product, is the next generation of 
Surveyors. How will Professional Land Surveyors communicate the heritage of art, science, and the 
knowledge of law, necessary for Surveyors to remain known as the Stewards of Boundaries. Although 
cut from the same cloth as Engineers, Surveyors remain the Stewards of Boundaries. The surveyors of 
today must find a new proficient means of communication in order to pass along the message to 
qualified candidates. The digital fabric of America is being built; GIS holds the Keys to land Surveying, 
and Surveyors will remain the Stewards of Boundaries. Oh how the Landscape changes… .. . 

   My daughter,  dislikes my Pipe Smoking (Old Hobbit) more than my Beard ; so I Guess my Beard is free 
from criticism for a while... .. . So the only thing left to worry about is if the Patriots have a Perfect 
Season... .. . anything is possible... .. . as I write on a rainy Memorial Day, we are Free to contemplate 
such things because of the sand and blood that have been sacrificed... .. . Built upon the shoulders of 
giants with giant ideas... .. .that we could all Live Peacefully in this land in the pursuit of Happiness... .. . a 
Providence built on a Promise< Paid for in human blood and land... .. . Carry On ~ Soldiers ~ God Bless 

Ed OBrien, P.L.S. 

 


